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Light in Lent
Ian Green ponders Ivan
Kramskoi’s painting of
Jesus in The Wilderness
As Lent begins we travel once
more with Jesus into the
Wilderness and that’s what
this painting by the Russian
artist Ivan Kramskoi depicts.
Kramskoi was self-taught and
went to the Crimea to feel
what it might be like living in a
deserted mountainous region.
hard rock plateau that was
His painting now hangs in
the Judean Wilderness there
Moscow.
is a gentle hint of dawn, of
warmth, of the sun piercing
Originally he painted it
the night and bringing the
without the background. It
fresh prospect of a new day.
shows Jesus marooned in the
Judean Desert immediately
Faith is about believing, living
after his baptism. This was a
and longing for God’s light to
Spirit led moment as Jesus
pierce our darkness.
contemplates the future and
makes choices about the
I’m so used to thinking of light
present. It was painted in
as a theme for Advent and
1872 but it shows a timeless
Christmas – yet Kramskoi’s
dilemma – how do we use
painting and Isaiah’s words
our power, our choices and
reminds me as we make our
our lives for God and for
long Lent journey that the
neighbour? How do we live
choices we make in the
the values of The Kingdom of
desert, in the darkness, are
God in our everyday
then to be lived through in
routines?
the light of God’s love once
we have come down from
Often when battling with
that wilderness plateau.
these issues it feels as if they
stubbornly remain
Of course Kramskoi’s painting
unresolved. That’s why I’m
isn’t bathed in brilliant
glad that Kramskoi eventually
sunshine – there is just a hint
changed his mind and added
of dawn and maybe light in
the background.
Lent is essentially to be
viewed in terms of longing.
That’s because the light is
breaking on the far horizon.
On Good Friday there was
Against the desolation of the
darkness in the middle of the

day for three hours and we all
know the reality of the dark
night of the soul. Yet we long
for the dawn of Easter Day.
In fact, we learn again and
again as we go through life
that dawn follows night and
light pierces gloom.
Yet often we are called to
wait – to linger in the night
even as we long for this dawn.
And to make that journey not
with despair but with patience
and hope – believing in the
light, even when it is dark.
Can we hang on to the
thrilling conviction that we
are not moving towards the
darkness but travelling
towards the light?
So Kramskoi paints a Jesus
alone in the desert yet dawn
is about to break in the
background.
The hymn writer puts it like
this - Longing for light – we
wait in darkness.
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God’s vulnerability
and ours
Dorothy Chambers shares some insights
gained at the BURG 2018 Autumn
Retreat at St Rita’s
Why do Christians, perhaps Evangelicals
in particular, assume God is most
pleased with us when we are exercising
our strengths? Maybe it’s the way we
interpret the parable of the talents; or
verses like Philippians 4:13. I arrived at
St Rita’s expecting God to speak over
the weekend; and I was intrigued by the
leaders’ connection with the Northumbria Community, and their musicianship,
as I identify with elements of both. But I
wasn’t pondering the above question.
The conference room had some prayer
stations set up, one seeming to centre
on autumnal nature; one in front of the
Retreat Association Icon, and a third
with a lovely central bowl of water.
There were slips of paper with a verse
to ponder, pebbles and flowers on
attractive material. I found myself drawn
to the ‘water’ table and spent some time
there the first evening. I dipped a few of
the pebbles in and watched while water
dripped back into its reservoir. The
reverberations rippling out were expected, but to see the circles rebounding
several times between the rim and the
centre surprised me. Perhaps God was
pointing out that my actions reverberate
around my little world a lot more than I
had thought.

One of three questions which The
Northumbria Community asks is ‘How
then shall we live?’ and after a session on
this on Saturday, we were left to ask it
of ourselves. At lunch shortly after I
noticed how we politely seek to avoid
each other’s gaze when we eat in
silence; and how it might be linked with
the fear that several young women I
knew had experienced as teenagers of
eating in front of others. At this time of
life we are trying to deny the fact that
we are messy human beings, who make
odd noises, spill stuff over ourselves, get
food stuck in our teeth etc. and find it
hard to accept ourselves. Does this
change over time I wondered. Later, in
We had recently been distressed that
our free time I recalled my own teen
John’s parents had requested a humanist years when I became depressed and
funeral for his father a few weeks
beset with fears, but not with this
before. We had asked ourselves what
particular one; and I decided to jot down
sort of witness had we been for such a
the various needs that true faith in
statement to be made. I had also felt
Christ had met when the anxiety and
God saying that although we couldn’t
depression abruptly ended. I noted the
express any testimony, that our
things that I loved at that time: the
behaviour at the funeral would do the
natural world, classical music, the sea,
talking for us. The ripples seemed to
poetry were some; as I turned 70 in July,
illustrate something similar…we all hope it was interesting to realize that they still
and we pray that those influences are for bring me much joy. Going back to the
good but we might never know in this
water table later I was praying for a few
life.
friends who are unbelievers, two being
avowed atheists, and I felt at a loss to
know how to witness effectively to
them. As I contemplated this I felt
certain that God said, ‘Use the things
you love to reach the people you love
and stop hiding your vulnerability’. Oh,
and there was I thinking I had to be a
totally competent apologist to drill
through their armour! The icon in

depicting Christ asking the woman at the
well for water, it dawned on me that
both the woman and Christ shared
vulnerability at this moment. It seemed
to me that God often demonstrated His
vulnerability when He wished to
communicate with us. In John 12:32
Jesus says that if He were lifted up
(generally taken to mean crucified) He
would draw all men to Himself, and it
was when He was at His most
vulnerable of course. If it’s true of Him,
why should it be different for us?
At the Sunday communion service I
shared this as something significant from
the weekend. The broken bread and
poured wine became alive with meaning
for me in a startlingly vivid way. I felt
that it was the body of Jesus being
broken open which revealed His true
essence. And so hiding my weaknesses
denies people seeing not only my true
self but Christ’s also. I’ve begun putting
some of this into practice, but it remains
a work in progress!
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The Order for Baptist Ministry
Geoff Colmer introduces OBM
The Order for Baptist Ministry (OBM) held its eighth annual
Convocation from 14-15 November at St Columbas in
Woking. While we recognize the value of retreat and conference,
convocation has its own distinct purpose as the time and space
where we gather together before God to pray, to worship, to
listen, to be.

The Order for Baptist Ministry shares many values with BURG and
has at its core a commitment to prayer, with a structured rhythm of
daily office, sustained by spiritual direction and regular retreat; a
commitment to gather in accountable relationships, and a commitment to ministry.
At this stage of its existence OBM is for ministers, and small groups of ministers meet in cells
every six to eight weeks, to say the Daily Office, to remind ourselves of our roots in The
Dream, and to reflect on one question which relates to some aspect of our ministry. Food is
also an essential part of gathering.
Just under twenty of us joined together for Convocation and around a dozen cells currently
meet. Many more use the resources which are obtainable on the Order for Baptist Ministry
website, which also has more information about the Order:
https://www.orderforbaptistministry.co.uk
Each day in the Office we say what is at the heart of who we seek to be:
Living God, enable us this day
to be pilgrims and companions:
Committed to the way of Christ,
faithful to the call of Christ,
discerning the mind of Christ,
offering the welcome of Christ,
growing in the likeness of Christ,
engaging in the mission of Christ,
in the world that belongs to Christ.
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BURG Retreats
in 2019
Gill Roberts outlines the plans for
this year

Contained in this mailing is
a booking form for the
Lent Retreat at
The Briery in Ilkley,
West Yorks.
Friday, 15th – Sunday, 17th March, 2019.
12 bookings and deposits have already be received and the
planning is well on.
“FEELING FOR SOLID GROUND” is the title of the retreat
and there is a good explanation of what to expect contained
in the booking brochure.
We look forward to welcoming you. Don’t forget that we
can give some assistance from the bursary fund if you have
need.
Advanced notice of the ADVENT RETREAT to be held at
Holland House. Tuesday 26th – Thursday 28th November
2019

Retreat Association Summer Event 2019

ian.c.green@outlook.com

Wednesday 3 July 2019, 10.00am–4.30pm

BURG AGM
Saturday 22nd June
2019
@
Amersham Free
Church

The Royal Foundation of St Katharine, Limehouse, London E14 8DS
Guest speakers:



Father Anastasios Salapatas, St Panteleimon
Greek Orthodox Church, Harrow



Father Stephen Platt, St Nicholas Russian
Orthodox Church, Oxford



Revd Graham Sparkes, Retreat Association Patron
Theme: How icons speak to us in our contemporary world including
reflections on the Retreat Asociation Icon.
Join patrons, trustees and staff for a day of talks, discussion, worship and
opportunities to network!
Contact The Retreat Association to reserve your place.

